Abstract — In this era, where technology is changing rapidly there is strong need for software products that can adapt change which implies that software product should be reusable. For software reusability, some variant points are added in the product by the developer that’s how variability is introduced. Variability is mainly required in software product line and it also imposes some challenges on software development. Software variability is aptness of a software product in which its components can be used for different purposes [1]. In this paper, Author is describing about notations and tool which is used to handle variability in class diagrams.

I. INTRODUCTION

Variability is the mechanism in which a software product is made capable to be used for different purposes according to different user requirement[5]. It is very necessary to build a framework or SPL to reuse a software. An system likewise need variation focuses to reuse. It is extremely hard to distinguish where variety focuses are required[1]. During literature survey, some limitations are identified- major of them is lack of notations and tool support. There were no particular notations for variant points and variability approaches that makes vary difficult to locate variant points. To overcome that author provided some notations in the tool. A tool is also created in which class diagrams can be drawn and variant points can be indicated easily. Different approaches to identify variability is also explained with the help of tool.

II. VARIABILITY MODELLING NOTATIONS

There are various methods in which variability can be modeled [2]. Author is using some notations through which variant points can be easily accessed in UML diagrams. There are several methods Parameterization , Inheritance, Information hiding in Class diagrams .Table below represents different notations. These notations are depicted in following UML diagrams of Library management system .
III. DIFFERENT APPROACHES ARE DESCRIBED WITH THE HELP OF TOOL

Author is using UML notations to describe different approaches[7]. There are various tools/softwares available to model UML notations but like the problem statement says: Identification of methods to handle variability, the real problem lies in identifying variant points. Author is using Microsoft Visual Studio to create UML notations and to identify variant points. It has different graphical images like rectangle, line and also textbox which is used to make class diagrams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOTATIONS</th>
<th>APPROACHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>PARAMETERIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>INHERITANCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Notations

A. PARAMETERIZATION [2]

In parameterization, variability is outlined at the worth of the parameter. Parameterization is employed in domain analysis methodology. During this technique, totally different values can be passed to parameter by a reuser that has the authority over variant points, this makes system more dynamic. A reuser will pass multiple values through the interface. Fig.1 shows a category BookPrice contains a method setBookPrice(in BookPriceParameter) that is employed to show totally different values of various books with respect to different buyers (school and students). So, this can be a variant point during this category.
B. INHERITANCE [2,5]

In this approach, 2 versions of a category doesn't would like to use same interface [2]. Super class has associate interface that is extended by the sub class, it will use already existing functions or use new operations [6]. Fig.2 shows an example of modeling variability through inheritance. It shows a super class user that is extended by 2 subclasses, Faculty and PhdScholar. For each categories there's a subclass which can inherit functions from the super category interface. User has totally different information members like User_id, User_name that are heritable by subclasses, school and PhdScholar.
C. INFORMATION HIDING [5]

In this methodology, by utilizing comparative interface, different versions of a segment can be made. There are diverse versions of same part which is called variant [2]. Variability is defined in these adaptations. A reuser can choose any of the versions and can utilize it in application. In data hiding variability is clouded in various rendition of the same interface. In this example, paymentFine() has two variant version payment card() and other one is payment cash(). Fig. 3 demonstrates this usage.

Figure 2 Snapshot of tool (inheritance approach)
IV. COMPARISON OF EXISTING TOOLS WITH NEW TOOL

Different tools are available for variability detection but each one has some limitations. They are compared with the new tool.

Table 2. Comparision of existing tool with new too

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY</th>
<th>EXISTING TOOLS</th>
<th>NEW TOOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIZAGI, SPLOT, FODA VMC</td>
<td>VARTOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIABILITY NOTATIONS</td>
<td>Variability notations are not available</td>
<td>Variability notations are available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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